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Executive Summary
For smallholder farmers (SHFs) with limited savings and assets, agricultural spending is largely
facilitated through two credit models, the micro-finance and bank models. The banking system while
enabling access to credit at low interest rates of 9-10% average, has failed to reach 80% of SHFs; as
SHFs lack collateral and have limited understanding of various procedural complexities. Micro-credit
Programs (MCPs) due to high interest rates of between 25-31%, smaller loan sizes and inflexible and
short repayment periods have also failed to address needs of SHFs. Furthermore, since both formal
(bank) and informal (MCP) credit is extensively cash-based, there is a tendency for its use in nonfarming activities, negatively impacting agricultural productivity and profitability.
To address these challenges, A-Card was designed to digitalize and re-engineer Micro-Finance to
enable formal financial Inclusion of smallholder farmers (SHFs). A-Card model was designed by Mr.
Bidyuth Mahalder, Chief of Party of the AESA Project and USAID reserves its IP rights. It was piloted in
three USAID’s Feed the Future districts of Bangladesh by three implementing partners-Dhaka Ahsania
Mission, Care and mPower. A-Card is a debit card specially designed for SHFs, which facilitates financial
access to credit for digital purchase of farm inputs at low interest rate (10%), no collateral requirement
and flexible payback period (6 month tenure).
Until November 30th, total registered SHFs were 3,800 (64% women). 1,500 (75% women) have
received loans worth $250,000. Total savings amounts to $15,000. Loan recovery rate is 100%. 35
input retailers and three MFIs (Micro Finance Institutes) are part of the A-Card model.
This evaluation was conducted in October-November 2017 on A-Card holders who took and repaid
their loans before May 2017 in order to assess the product’s impact on productivity and profitability.
The evaluation also involved one to one interviews with 200 SHFs, key informant interviews with 5
input retailers and 2 MFI agents who were all part of A-Card to assess the overall impact beyond
productivity and profitability and recommendations for A-Card.

1. Introduction
1.1 Context
While agriculture accounts for only 15.3% of Bangladesh’s GDP (BBS, 2016), over 53% its of population
is directly engaged in agriculture, 91% of who are smallholder farmers (SHFs) (land ownership of less
than 1 ha) (Sumelias et al., 2011, Ganesh-Kumar 2012). These smallholder farmers (SHFs) are critical
part of food production (Carroll et al 2012). It is estimated that 80% of its population is fed by SHFs
(USAID, 2016). Hence, Bangladesh’s agricultural sector, particularly SHFs are a key development
priority and the linchpin of poverty alleviation strategies such as Feed the Future (FtF). In order to
sustain the productivity in this sector, there is a need to cope with rapid population growth, limited
land base, climate change effects such as increased floods, droughts and cyclones, degradation of land,
water-bodies, wetlands and forests through adoption of appropriate technologies, skills and
knowledge.
For SHFs with limited savings and assets, agriculture adoption cost is largely facilitated through two
credit models, the micro-finance and bank models. The banking system while enabling access to credit
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at low interest rates of 9-10% average, has failed to reach 80% of SHFs; as SHFs lack collateral and
have limited understanding of various procedural complexities ((Alauddin and Biswas, 2014). Microcredit Programs (MCPs) due to high interest rates of between 25-31%, smaller loan sizes and inflexible
and short repayment periods have also failed to address needs of SHFs. Furthermore, since both
formal and informal credit is extensively cash-based, there is a tendency for its use in non-farming
activities, negatively impacting productivity and profitability of SHFs.
To address these challenges, A-Card was designed to digitalize and re-engineer Micro-Finance to
enable formal financial Inclusion of smallholder farmers (SHFs). A-Card model was designed by Mr.
Bidyuth Mahalder, Chief of Party of the AESA Project and USAID reserves its IP rights. It was piloted in
three USAID’s Feed the Future districts of Bangladesh by three implementing partners-Dhaka Ahsania
Mission, Care and mPower. A-Card is a debit card specially designed for SHFs, which facilitates financial
access to credit for digital purchase of farm inputs at low interest rate (10%), no collateral requirement
and flexible payback period (6 month tenure).
The salient features of A-Card area:


Digital payment method to reduce leakage and risk of money laundering and to enable cost
savings by creating direct linkages;



Non-cash based credit to increase likelihood of investments into farm use;



Improved access to better quality farm inputs and services at lower costs;



Financial inclusion of SHFs into the formal banking system, through agent banking, giving
them access to a range of financial services and products.

A-Card is aligned with Bangladesh’s 7th Five Year Plan (2016-2020) titled, “Improving Access of the
Poor to Financial Services”, Maya Declaration to broadening financial inclusion and PM’s digital
Bangladesh.

1.2 A-Card Model
A-Card is a debit card specially designed for smallholder farmers, which facilitates financial access to
credit for digitally purchase of farm inputs and services at low interest rate, no collateral requirement
for farmers and flexible payback period. The unique and Innovative features of A-Card include: Fig.1
presents the current financing model for agricultural credit in Bangladesh. As illustrated, agricultural
technology adoption cost is largely facilitated by micro-finance and bank systems. The banking system
while enabling access to credit at low interest rate require collateral, which 80% of SHFs cannot afford.
Although micro-finance system transcends collateral requirement, they are unable to address the
needs of the core poor SHFs as smaller loans are offered at high interest rates of between 25-31%,
and short repayment periods, trapping them into a vicious cycle of debt and overlapping loans as
figure illustrates. This negatively impacts profitability as it impinges on SHFs’ income due to larger,
recurring debts and pressure to sell immediately after harvest at reduced market prices to meet loan
deadlines (Ahmed, 2012). Furthermore, since both formal and informal credit is extensively cash-
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based, there is a tendency for its use in non-farming activities, negatively impacting productivity as
shown.

Fig 1: Bank and Micro-Finance System Model
To address the shortcomings of the current SHFs financing system, AESA launched A-Card. The theory
of change for A-Card as presented in the model (Fig. 2) is If SHFs are able to access non-cash based
credit at lowest possible interest rate and flexible and suitable tenure based on crop cycles, with no
collateral requirements, adoption of agricultural technologies by SHFs will increase (in case of ACard- digital purchase of farm inputs) leading to increased agricultural productivity, profitability and
enhanced livelihoods of SHFs.
The A-Card model combines the best features of the bank and micro-finance model while doing away
with the drawbacks of each as illustrated in Fig. 2. The innovative features of the model are:


Lowest possible interest rates of 10% which is substantially lower in comparison to the
standard rate charged by MFIs which averages 25% or more;



No collateral requirements for SHFs;



Flexible tenure based on crop cycles (6 months) which reduces weekly/monthly pressure for
repayment, prevalent under existing MF system;



Non-cash based credit reduces the tendency for credit use in non-farming activities prevalent
in the Micro-finance and Bank systems;



Digital payment method to reduce leakage and risk of money laundering and to enable cost
savings by creating direct linkages;



Improved access to better quality farm inputs and services at lower costs;
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Financial inclusion of SHFs into the formal banking system, through agent banking, giving
them access to a range of financial services and products.

Fig 2: A-Card Model

1.3: A-Card Process
The A-Card Business Model (Fig. 3) is based on a collaborative digitized four-way linkage between
SHFs, Bank Asia, a Microfinance Institution (MFI acting as agent bank) and farm input retailers. Figure
3 below shows the win-win collaboration business model of A-Card, outlining the differentiated
responsibilities and benefits of the four main stakeholders within the system. The model also creates
a system of checks and balances that ensures accountability and transparency for all stakeholders
involved.
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Fig. 3: A-Card Business Model
All stakeholders within this four-way linkage have differentiated responsibilities that follow a set of
processes which are not necessarily chronological, but often concurrent, simultaneous or
complimentary. However, for simplification purpose can be framed as such:

Initial/Take-Off Stage
1. Tripartite Agreement: AESA, selected MFIs and Bank Asia strike a tripartite pact where AESA takes
on a facilitation role and Bank Asia and MFIs take on a credit security role. Each MFI goes into a
bilateral agreement with Bank Asia on profit sharing on SHF lending, agent banking operations
and maintenance of a fixed term deposit account with the bank as collateral for SHF lending. Each
MFI also goes into a bilateral agreement with AESA to ensure provision of technical support in
terms of capacity building to SHFs and input retailers to enable their assimilation into the A-Card
model.
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Partnership Framework

Microfinance Institution (Agent Bank)





Commercial Bank (Bank Asia)


Registering and maintaining SHF’s
savings accounts;
Maintaining fixed term deposits with
bank;
Monitoring loan repayments and
monthly savings of SHFs;
Capacity building of selected SHFs in
financial literacy and business
planning.





Opening bank accounts for farmers
and providing A-Card;
Establishing Agent banking system
with MFIs- agreeing on credit;
ceilings on individual loans, profit
sharing, processes of credit
extension;
Providing open access to digital
money transfer application, and
maintaining its upkeep.

AESA Project







Organizing SHFs into FPGs, selecting SHFs eligible for
A-Card, followed by capacity building of selected SHFs
in financial literacy and business planning (ToT through
MFIs)
Selecting farm input retailers, providing them NFC
enabled smartphones and training them on the use of
digital money transfer app (ToT through MFIs).
Selecting MFIs, orienting and providing them technical
support to become part of A-Card model.
Sharing the cost of A-card with bank
Facilitating pay-back of A-Card

2. Organizing, Capacity Building and Selection of SHFs: AESA organizes SHFs into Framer Producer
Groups (FPGs)1. AESA and MFI collaboratively select SHFs to be part of the A-card Model. The SHFs
are selected based on the following criteria:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Ownership of total productive land area of at least 50 decimal;
Ownership of at least one dairy cow or one bull for fattening;
Farmers who are not loan defaulters from any MFI
Farmers who have a monthly stable income of at least BDT 6,000 (USD 75).

1

FPGs are formed organically, through local associations based on participation in the same product value
chains, similar or common socio-economic and socio-cultural values. AESA taking into account these contextual
factors, facilitates the strengthening of these groups through capacity building on financial literacy, business
planning, technical agricultural knowledge and skill; establishing and strengthening their linkages to extension
services, quality inputs, financial access and alternative market opportunities; facilitating their adoption of ICT
applications to share agricultural technical knowledge and skills. Until now the project has facilitated the
formation of 3,942 FPGs of 116,130 smallholder farmers. These FPGs have been instrumental in negotiating
better market prices for their respective agricultural products and better prices and access to farm inputs and
services through their independent collective action and leveraging of local resources.
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3.

Registration of SHFs with MFI: AESA facilitates the registration of saving accounts of selected
SHFs with the MFI. AESA through ToT through MFIs also facilitates capacity building of these SHFs
in business planning and financial literacy.

4. Selection and Capacity Building of Farm Input Retailers: AESA also identifies and selects farm
input retailers, orients them on the A-Card model and provides them the necessary organizational
technical support to become part of the model.

Development Stage
5. Registration with Bank and Issuance of A-Card to SHFs: The SHFs fill out the required “Know Your
Customer” forms and submit these along with the respective credit requests to Bank Asia
facilitated by the MFI. Bank Asia sets up accounts for the SHFs whose forms are approved and
credits these accounts with approved requested amounts. The credit ceiling is set at $125-250,
with 10% interest rate and a six month pay-back period. The bank then issues NFC enabled debit
cards (A-card) to the SHFs based on the amounts accredited to their saving accounts.
6. Registration of Farm Input Retailers with Bank: Bank Asia sets up saving accounts for approved
farm input retailers and registers them to a mobile money transfer application system that enables
the digital transfer of money from the SHF’s account to the retailer’s following every purchase
made by the SHF.
7. Set-up of Digital Money Transfer System: AESA and the MFI equip the approved agricultural input
retailers with NFC enabled smart phones and train them on the use of the mobile money transfer
application.

Operational Stage
8. Digital Purchase of Farm Inputs: SHFs purchase agricultural inputs from selected retailers using
A-card. The retailers are able to process the purchase using the mobile money transfer application
by scanning the A- Card. Money is digitally transferred from the SHF’s account to the retailer’s
account.

Repayment Stage
9. Repayment of loans: MFI credit officers regularly monitor SHF household and advise them on
repayment schedules and amounts. SHFs repay the loan after six month with a 10% interest at the
respective MFI operated agent bank booths. For any defaulted loan, the MFI deducts the same
amount from the savings account of the defaulter set up with the MFI.
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2. The A-Card Evaluation
2.1

Objectives

To measure A-card’s impact on productivity and profitability, the quantitative study objectives were:
(a) To measure change in productivity before and after use of A-Card for rice, jute and watermelon;
(b) To measure change in profitability before and after use of A-Card for rice, jute and watermelon.
30 rice SHFs were sampled in Faridpur, 106 watermelon SHFs were sampled in Khulna and 44 jute SHFs
were sampled in Faridpur.
In addition to these two quantitative study objectives, the study also carried out qualitative interviews
with 5 input retailers, 2 MFI agents and 286 SHFs who were all beneficiaries of A-Card in order:
(c) To document the benefits, challenges and recommendations for A-Card.

2.2

Methodology

Hypothesis: With access to A-Card credit, SHFs will have higher productivity and profitability as
compared to when they did not.
For the purpose of the first two quantitative study objectives to test this hypothesis, the study
measured change in productivity and profitability before use of A-Card (Control) and after use of ACard (Treatment) for the following variables, while controlling for cropping season and variety of
sampled crop:


Yield change (kg/decimal land);



Change in Production cost/decimal land (BDT);



Change in income/decimal land (BDT);



Change in profitability/decimal land2 (BDT)

For example, in order to measure the yield change in rice before and after use of A-Card, the survey
measured the yield of rice before the use of A-Card (control), last year, Robi season and after use of
A-Card (treatment) this year, Robi season for the same sampled SHFs both in the control and
treatment and same variety of rice both in the control and treatment. The same applied for the
remaining variables for each of the sampled crops, namely jute, rice and watermelon.

2

Profitability/decimal land was calculated as the difference between production cost per decimal land and
yield*sale price.
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The evaluation also involved one to one interviews with the 286 SHFs, key informant interviews with
5 input retailers and 2 MFI agents who were all part of A-Card to assess the overall impact beyond
productivity and profitability and recommendations for A-Card.

2.3

Limitations

Although the A-Card loan has been provided to purchase agricultural inputs for certain crop items
indicated in their business plan, the actual use of inputs purchased through A-Card was difficult to
monitor. It is therefore assumed that the loan amount might be apportioned and used for more than
one crop and for two different seasons. The productivity gain was thus estimated only for those crops
which the farmers cultivated during the last six months as per their business plan.
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3. Findings of the Study
3.1 Improved Productivity
It was found that the mandatory investment of A-Card amount to agricultural input has increased the
overall investment in agriculture which has ultimately increased the costs of production per decimal
land. This increased investment in agriculture also resulted in the increase in yield/ decimal land. The
rate of return from this increased investment in agriculture was also found very positive and significant
From 106 watermelon SHFs who borrowed A-Card credit, only 96 cultivated watermelon. For 73 SHFs
production cost had increased than last year by BDT 30 decimal-1 land so an average production cost
increase of 11%. Increase in production cost resulted in increase in yield by 38 kg decimal-1 land that
is 25% more than last year. On the other hand, 23 SHFs had a decrease in production cost per decimal
land. For the 73 SHFs whose production cost per decimal land had increased experienced higher yields
as compared to the 24 SHFs whose production cost per decimal land had decreased.
In Faridpur, out of the 140 respondents, those who borrowed A-Card amount against diverse crops
items only 41 (29%) followed their business plan proposal and cultivated those crops namely jute, rice
and onion. Among those who followed their business plan in last cropping season a further
comparison has been made between their production practice data of this year this season vs. last
year same season as per table 1 below:
Table 1: Land Use, Production Cost and Yield According to Business Plan and Actual
Districts

Faridpur

Khulna

Crop
Name

No. of Farmers

land use (dec)
this
year

last
year

cost per/dec
(taka)
this year
last
year

yield per dec
(kg/piece)
this
last
year year

Actual

Jute

As per
business
plan
44

15

14.0

14.0

333

316

36

33.7

Rice

34

30

123.6

115.6

266

264

15.8

15.6

Water
melon

106

96

102.8

91.9

325

295

72

34

As per submitted business plan 44 farmers planned to cultivate Jute, of them 15 found followed their
plan; had used on average 14 decimals of land like they did last year but made Tk. 17 higher investment
per decimal of land. In return they received an average of an additional 4 kg jute fiber per decimal of
land.
Rice was cultivated by 30 farmers as against 34 farmers who planned initially. Under the A-Card
system, farmers’ rice productivity increased by 3.5 kg decimal-1 (Fig. 4). In the season when the ACard did not exist, the yield was 22.1 kg decimal-1, which was elevated t0 25.6 kg decimal-1 in the ACard system (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: Change in productivity before and after A-Card use

The improved productivity as per the qualitative interviews and further quantitative analysis were due
to two key factors as related to A-Card use which included:
1. Increased ability to invest in good quality farm inputs as per need on a timely basis and at fairer
prices
2. Better purchasing power of farm inputs, and hence better investment into production costs
Timely Purchase of Good Quality Inputs at Fairer Prices
About 95% of all SHFs interviewed stated that timely purchase of farm inputs as related to seeds,
fertilizer, pesticide, and irrigation fuel as a key factor for increase in yield. Previously, as captured in
the baseline survey, inability to invest accordingly as per the requirements of the cropping cycle each
season, resulted in poor quality and lower quantity outputs. However, with the use of A-Card where
credit is disbursed based on the amount requested as per planned production costs based on cropping
cycle before the following cropping season, SHFs have financial independence to invest in their
production needs as they planned out. In addition, the loan tenure based on crop seasons, where SHFs
have a period of 6 months to repay the loan ensured that they did not have to worry about
compromising their source of financing for farm inputs to pay weekly loans.
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With the use of A-Card, of the total 175 SHFs surveyed (101 watermelon SHFs in Khulna, 30 rice SHFs
and 44 Jute SHFs in Faridpur) 150 of them (85.7%) were able to follow through on their planned
production costs as per the timeline of the cropping season, as they were able to access the required
credit at each stage of the cropping season through A-Card.
Furthermore, 92% of surveyed SHFs stated their satisfaction with the quality and price of farm inputs
being provided by the retailers. Two factors made this possible. One is that, AESA project selects
retailers from Agro Inputs Retailers Network (AIRN)3 to be part of the A-Card value chain based on
certain quality criteria, and in addition to providing the selected retailers regular capacity building
training on how to provide better products and services to SHFs, regularly monitors their activity
ensuring that SHFs receive the best products at the best value. Secondly, while before the use of ACard, 80% of SHFs surveyed had made credit purchases from retailers. After use of A-Card only 1% had
made credit purchases. As SHFs were making full payments and had improved purchasing power with
A-Card use, retailers felt encouraged to sell them good quality products, which they may not have
considered selling to them before. In addition, 81% of SHFs reported to have received discounted
products due to their increased ability to purchase in bulk after use of A-Card according to another ACard assessment carried out by mStar.
Increased Investment in Farm Production with Improved Purchasing Power of SHFs
At least a 2% increase in production cost per decimal land could be approximated as related to
increase in market price of farm inputs and labor, but that cannot account for the rest 12% increase.
Hence, approximately 89% of SHF surveyed said that with access to a larger sum of credit at the
beginning of the crop season for a tenure based on crop season, that minimized pressure to harvest
before ripening or to sale early (fetching lower market value than optimum) to repay loans, gave them
more financial independence and flexibility to invest more in farm production, resulting in higher
yields.
Thus, increased input use, resulted in higher productivity. This was quantitatively tested on the 30
Boro rice farmers, before and after A-Card. Results show that inputs use in the range of 144 to 561
BDT decimal-1 resulted in increased yield in “Boro”; a regression equation shown for each BDT spent
as inputs, yield (kg decimal-1) was increase by 0.04 times (Fig. 5). This relationship was statistically
significant (P < 0.001).

3

Established during 2013-14 by another USAID funded Agro Input project (AIP).
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Fig. 5: Correlation between yield and inputs

3.2 Improved Profitability
Even though 24 SHFs for watermelon experienced a decline in yield as they were unable to invest
sufficiently in production costs, they still made better profits this year as compared to this year due to
a 17% increase in sales value of watermelon. All sampled watermelon SHFS experienced an increase
in profitability as they had less pressure to sell at less than optimum market value to repay loans. As
A-Card gave them 6 months to repay they retained their harvest until their product fetched a better
market price.
In rice production an average increase in production investment of BDT 38.5 decimal-1 land resulted
in BDT98.9 decimal-1 land increase in profitability. This was with the exception of 2 SHFs who had a
decrease in profitability this year due to cold injury of their crops and machinery loss. For the 5 SHFs
whose production cost per decimal land remained unchanged, also experienced an increase in
profitability as they were able to sell at optimum market value by retaining their harvest for longer.
The improved profitability is accounted for by the increase in yield as analyzed in figure, also related
to improved ability to invest in better quality farm inputs at fairer prices, but also due to three
additional key factors as related to A-Card features.
1. Sale at optimum market value of product
2. Reduced overlapping loans and 100% repayment rate
3. Low Interest Rate
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Sale at Optimum Market Value
As the loan tenure in A-Card is based on crop seasons (max six months), SHFs had less pressure to sale
their harvest to make weekly or monthly payments. 95% of SHFs interviewed stated that they had the
flexibility to retain their harvest until the crop fetched a higher price in the market, to be able to make
better profits on their harvest.
Reduced Overlapping Loans and 100% Repayment Rate
The suitable tenure based on crop seasons as offered by A-Card reduced the tendency of overlapping
loans, which happens when SHFs have to borrow from multiple sources in order to repay loans on a
weekly or monthly basis. With A-card, SHFs have more flexibility with when they want to repay, with
a maximum grace period of 6 months. Hence, SHFs can wait until they sale their harvest to repay ACard credit. With the use of A-Card, 100% of SHFs from Khulna and in Faridpur about 89% of SHFs
repaid their loan from the sale of their crops, without relying on other sources. With the use of A-Card
reliance on NGO loans and borrowing from relatives became limited as show in the table 2 below:
Table 2: Sources of Finance for Loan Repayment after and Before A-Card
Sources of fund repayment

Faridpur

Khulna

Total

No

No

No

%

Crop sale

130

147

276

94.5

Savings

3

3

1.0

NGO loan

2

2

0.7

Borrowing from relatives/neighbors and others

10

10

3.4

Total

145

292

100

147

Source: Assessment Field Survey Data
Low Interest Rate
While commercial banks like Krishi Bank offer larger loans, with longer tenures at an interest rate of
10%, 95% of SHFs do not have collateral or do not understand the long complex process of assessing
these loans as the baseline survey found. While MFI’s have overcome these challenges, loan interest
rate offered by MFIs of 22-25% are still very high, and weekly or monthly repayments entrap SHFs in
a cycle of debt and overlapping loans, reducing their ability to invest in farm production, resulting in
poor yield. Almost 68% of SHFs interviewed expressed their indifference to MFI loans in the baseline
survey, when A-Card was yet introduced. With the introduction of A-Card, 100% of A-Card holders
have expressed their satisfaction with the low interest rate, which they have attributed to the
improved profitability of their crop.
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3.3 Additional Socio-Economic Benefits and Challenges of A-Card
3.3.1 Benefits and Challenges for SHFs
3.3.1.1. Benefits
The survey of SHFs on their satisfaction level after A-Card use showed that – 47% were highly satisfied,
48.4% were satisfied and 3.9% were unsatisfied. The reasons for their satisfaction as prioritized were
as follows:
 Low Interest rate;


Suitable tenure;



Easy access to A-card credit with no collateral requirement;



Timely purchase of high quality farm inputs at fair prices;



Easy and fast process of loan application and repayment.

Fig. 6 illustrates the distribution of percentages of reasons for satisfaction:
Fig. 6: Qualitative Causes of Satisfaction of SHFs with A-Card

In addition to the above reasons for satisfaction of SHFs these are the additional benefits of A-Card
as documented in the survey for SHFs:



Improved Technical Knowledge on Agriculture Production, Financial Literacy and ICT
Use: Hundred percent of the A-Card users included in the survey found received AESA
provided technology related training; 35% from Faridpur and 56% from Khulna region had been
actively participated in different input/output business linkage meetings. A-Card management
related orientation were received by all in Khulna and 83% in Faridpur region. All the A-Card
holders from Khulna and 29% from Faridpur found received also a number of different other
services like had regularly attended ICT Addas, had received support for establishing demos at
their farmers’ field and few of them had worked as ICT Champions and received smart phones.
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TOTAL

FEMALE

TOTAL

MALE

KHULNA

financial literacy

FEMALE

67%

100%
92%
45%

43%

47%
59%

77%

100%
98%

100%
86%

100%

56%

100%
100%

100%

50%
MALE

FARIDPUR

production training

100%
100%

100%

67%

100%
100%

100%
83%

FEMALE

35%
29%

38%
34%

25%
14%

100%
92%

100%
80%
MALE

TOTAL

TOTAL

Market linkages

Others

Fig. 7: Types of Capacity Building Received and Percentages of Beneficiaries



Improved Savings and Formal Financial Inclusion: A-Card facilitated increased access to
other formal financial services including access to savings. 45% of the A-Card borrowers are
now maintaining different types of accounts with Banks and almost one third are now making
regular savings as shown in the table:

Table 3: Types of Savings amongst Beneficiaries
Account Type
Saving account
Current Account
Fixed Deposit Account
Loan Account
others
Total

Faridpur
33%
5%
2%
11%
0%
51%

Khulna
31%
5%
1%
1%
1%
39%

Total
32%
5%
1%
6%
0%
45%

Number use mobile for e-banking

3

7

10



Improved Social Capital between SHF and Input Retailers: Due to a 91% reduction in
credit purchases from input retailers, the issues of debt and interest on credit between SHFs
and retailers were eliminated resulting in improved social capital between SHFs and retailers.
This resulted in more frequent consultations of SHFs with retailers on agricultural production.



Secure and Transparent Digital Transactions: mStar A-Card assessment shows that 96%
of the SHFs they surveyed found digital payments through A-card more secure as there was
less risk of theft if they got cash credit and minimized the risk of counterfeit notes. In addition,
due to the two-layered security process of A-Card, consisting of a PIN, password or fingerprint
verification, meant that no one could access their credit even if the card was lost or stolen.
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3.3.1.2.

Challenges



Network Related Challenges: Among the 53% respondents from Faridpur who faced any such
difficulties related them to weak internet network and/or inadequate technology knowledge
of the retailers. However respondents from Khulna didn’t face any such problems.



Long Loan Processing Time: Forty-five (45) respondents (15% of sampled SHFs) were also not
happy with the time Bank took in processing their loan application.



Reliance on Cash Credit: The study noted that about 90% of sampled SHFs invested extra cash
based capital in addition to A-Card credit for labor, tillage and irrigation purposes that A-Card
non-cash credit is unable to process currently. A-Card only facilitates production costs for
seeds, fertilizer, pesticides and in some locations irrigation fuel through non-cash based
digitalized credit from selected input retailers.



Insufficient Credit: it was still noted that about 45% of SHFs also used their personal credit in
addition to A-Card credit to purchase seeds, fertilizers, irrigation fuel and pesticide, indicating
that A-Card credit was not sufficient. In a separate study my mStar, 73% of sampled SHFs
requested for larger credit and 58% wanted an overdraft facility.

3.3.2 Benefits and Challenges for Retailers
3.3.2.1. Benefits
The study included 5 Key Informant Interviews (KIIs) of input retailers in Faridpur who were selected
to serve the first batch of A-Card holders. The retailers had been equipped with NFC enabled
smartphones to sell farm inputs digitally to A-Card holders. They were all male members of the Agro
Inputs Retailers Network (AIRN). These were some of the benefits they experienced with the use of ACard as per the KIIs


Improved customer base and sales margin by approximately 20% to 25%;



Received regular trainings facilitated by AESA on farm input management, application and
storage and better technical knowledge on agricultural production and ICT usage;



95% reduction in credit sales, reducing the time and travel hassle of following up on credits and
debts, and improving social capital with SHFs;



Financial inclusion into the formal banking system: all 5 retailers had savings accounts in the form
of Deposit Pension Scheme (DPS) accounts with Bank Asia. The monthly savings installments were
automatically deposited from their merchant account to the DPS account;



Collateral in the form of financial history: All five retailers shared their expectation that since
their transaction histories were saved due to digital transactions, it could bring more opportunities
in the future for them to access low-interest rate loans for business capital;



Safe and easy digitalized transactions.
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3.3.2.2. Challenges
On the question of types of problems they faced while using the card, four of them mentioned that
there were software problems initially which have been solved overtime. Also as the number of ACard holder are not too many, the maintenance cost of the smartphones they use are quite high, so
they suggested to introduce more cards. High charging cost while withdrawing money has also been
noted as the problem. They have talked to the concerned party about it which is supposed to be solved
by now. One retailer also pointed out about the farmers’ mentality which can be changed through
motivating them if they get the chance to verify the input prices at different outlets.
Problem faced
No of A-Card holder are less so cell phone
maintenance cost is high
Software problem

No of responses
1
4

Network Disruption
High charge payment while withdrawing money
Mentality of the farmers created problems

1
2
1

Solution
To increase the number of ACard holder
solved by communicating with
the concerned parties
discussion is ongoing
need to motivate them so that
they can verify the price

3.3.3 Benefits and Challenges for MFIs and Bank Asia
The study did a quantifiable cost-benefit analysis for Bank Asia and SDC, a participating MFI (Agent
Bank) of A-Card, which is represented below:
Cost benefit Analysis for 1,000 Farmers for (01 Dec 2016 - 30 Nov 2017)
Bank Asia

Total loan disbursed to farmers (No.)*

1,339

Total loan disbursed (BDT)

19,805,000

Interest Received by Bank from farmers A-card loan (BDT)

815,380

Bank Staff Cost (1 staff @ 34800 x12 month)

417,600

Other Cost eg Card (BDT)

14,000
Subtotal Cost

431,600

Income before SDC share

383,780

SDC profit share (@ 1%)

81,538

Income before Tax
SDC-NGO

Service Charge Received from Farmers for A-Card Process
Loan Transfer service charge from Bank

302,242
197,950
25,000

Service Charge from Farmers savings (@ 3% of BDT 294,000)

8,820

Profit sharing with Bank from A-Card Loan (@ 1% of interest)

81,538

Staff Cost for SDC (One staff @ BDT 15,000 x 13 m)

195,000

Utility Cost for Agent Bank Outlet (12 m @ BDT 10,000)

120,000

Income from other services of agent bank (12m@ BDT 8,000)
Gross Income of SDC

409,308

Total Costs of SDC

315,000

Gross Income before Tax
339 farmers total benefit not yet provisioned as the loan disbursed recently
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96,000

94,308

As noted, and confirmed in the KIIs with one Bank Asia and one SDC representative, they all found
A-Card economically viable for them, as they experienced returns on investment from the first year.
They further confirmed the effectiveness of A-Card in capturing the untapped informal and
marginalized agricultural sector. They also identified a number challenges:


Micro Finance Institutes (MFIs) buy in to A-Card model as agent banking service providers was
difficult due to their need to adopt to a new financing model, which demanded work-culture
change in terms of collection and follow up of loan repayment, learning to work with low interest
rates and lower service charges, and collaborating with input retailers. In this regard, AESA
provided a dedicated employee and capacity building training, but a long term strategy for
sustainability of A-Card without AESA needs to be drawn.



Negotiating with government agencies through MoUs proved challenging due to lack of proper
structures, bureaucracy and constant change of government officials.



Partnership agreements with MFIs and private sector agents with regards to their respective staff
timings have proved difficult to implement, as most staff do not dedicate the amount of time they
were initially agreed to, this has resulted in less efficient service delivery to project beneficiaries.



MFI is now getting a little (only 1% (recently raised to 1.5%) from the 9 % service charge Bank Asia
is getting) but taking 100% risks of default. With this small amount MFI will not be able to recover
its associated costs and may be less interested to continue.
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4. Conclusion and Recommendations
From the preliminary quantitative evaluations, it appears that the A-Card has served its purpose of
ensuring borrowers (SHFs) spend money on agricultural inputs, which has translated into productivity
and profitability. In addition, as expected 95% of SHFs repaid their loans from the sale of the crop they
took credit for. The qualitative assessments also indicate the additional socio-economic benefits
received by its different stakeholder groups i.e., the farmers, retailers, partner NGO and the Bank and
opportunities for it to perform better.
This is a summary of key findings:


Increase in productivity for SHFs: For 96 watermelon SHFs sampled increase in yield by 38Kg
decimal-1 that is 25% more than last year. For 30 rice SHFs sampled all experienced an increase in
yield by an average of 3.5 kg decimal-1. This was due to better ability to invest in good quality
farm inputs as per need on a timely basis, at fairer prices and improved purchasing power due
to A-Card, hence better investment into agricultural production.



Increase in profitability for SHFs: For 30 rice SHF increase in profitability by BDT 98.9 decimal-1 due
to ability to sale at optimum market value of product (6 month tenure through A-Card allows for
repayment after harvest enabling wait time until optimum market price of product is available)
and low Interest rate of A-Card credit.



Other socio-economic benefits for SHFs were: capacity building on technical knowledge on
agricultural production, ICT use and financial literacy, improved savings, formal financial
inclusion, improved social capital between SHF and input retailers, social prestige from A-Card
ownership, secure and transparent digital transactions.



For input retailers: Improved customer base and sales margin by approximately 20% to 25%; 95%
reduction in credit sales reducing the travel time of following up on credits and debts, and
improving social capital with SHFs; received training on farm input management, application
and storage and better technical knowledge on agricultural production and ICT usage; financial
inclusion into the formal banking system; collateral in the form of financial history; Safe and
easy digitalized transactions.

The evaluation also identified challenges for which these recommendations were suggested:


Integration of a wider range of agricultural inputs and services: The study noted that about 97%
of sampled SHFs invested extra capital in addition to A-Card credit for labor, tillage and irrigation
purposes that A-Card credit is unable to process currently. A-Card only facilitates production costs
for seeds, fertilizer, pesticides and in some locations irrigation fuel through non-cash digitalized
credit from selected input retailers. This indicates that non-cash based digital credit through ACard needs to integrate these production costs in future scale-up. Since, non-cash digitalized
credit is a core strategy for the A-Card model in ensuring investment into agriculture and for
transparent and effective transactions, cash based credit is not an option even though 65% of SHFs
sampled requested cash withdrawal through A-Card. However, formal integration of labor and
tillage services into the A-Card Model can be considered.
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Bigger loans with an overdraft: A-card only facilitates the purchase of seeds, fertilizer, pesticides
and in some locations, irrigation fuel. However, it was still noted that about 45% of SHFs also used
their personal credit in addition to A-Card credit to purchase seeds, fertilizers, irrigation fuel and
pesticide, indicating that A-Card credit was not sufficient. In a separate study my mStar, 73% of
sampled SHFs requested for larger credit and 58% wanted an overdraft facility. Thus, bigger loan
amounts with an over-draft facility will be an important addition for future scaling.



Address kinks in loan processing system: Loan timing is essential in agricultural production as
investment in a timely manner according to seasonality and crop cycle is core for productivity.
However, it was noted that 15% of sampled SHFs did not receive credit on time and were unable
to invest accordingly, resulting in lower productivity. AESA should investigate and address the
kinks in the current A-Card loan processing system.



Digitalized platform for all transactions: It would also be apt to establish a digital system
integrating SHFs, retailers, MFIs (agent banks) and Banks onto one platform and digitalizing all
transactions taking place between them. This would lay out the individualized credit history,
transactions, interests and savings of all SHFs and input retailers, chart out the interest the Banks
and MFIs are making and show the output of their profit sharing. The digitized system will enable
quicker loan processing and reduce repetitive reapplication process, ensure more effective and
transparent monitoring of transactions and profit/interest sharing, and enable the credit history
of SHFs to be used as a viable form of collateral.



Re-assessing revenue sharing model between Bank and MFI: To make the A-Card operation
sustainable and economically viable especially for MFIs, it is important to rework the revenue
sharing model between Bank and MFI to increase the MFI/Agent Bank share of the service charge
from the existing 1% to at least 3%.



The study noted that although hence the project has faced difficulty in facilitating extension
support to the targeted number of female smallholder farmers.



To address this challenge all technical training were gender sensitive in order to accommodate
more female SHFs. However, AESA needs internal capacity building on gender sensitive
approaches, and gender mainstreaming in project design, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation.



Micro Finance Institutes (MFIs) buy in to A-Card model as agent banking service providers was
difficult due to their need to adopt to a new financing model, which demanded work-culture
change in terms of collection and follow up of loan repayment, learning to work with low interest
rates and lower service charges, and collaborating with input retailers. AESA has therefore been
working closely with the MFIs, providing technical support and knowledge to facilitate adoption
of this new model, which involve extra facilitation resources and time. Ensuring take up of this
new model and for it to scale, also requires resources, time, and networking in the initial stages,
for which USAID could provide both technical and financial resources.



Partnership agreements with MFIs and private sector agents with regards to their respective staff
timings have proved difficult to implement, as most staff do not dedicate the amount of time they
were initially agreed to, this has resulted in less efficient service delivery to project beneficiaries.
The project would need to employ more of its field agents to work alongside these indirectly
employed agents, and improve its monitoring capacity, for which there is need for both financial
and technical assistance.
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